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ABSTRACT
Design of secure authentication solutions for low-cost RFID tags is still an open
and quite challenging problem, though many protocols have been published in
the last decade. In 2013, Wei and Zhang proposed a new lightweight RFID
authentication protocol that conforms to the EPC-C1G2 standard and claimed
that the protocol would be immune against all known attacks on RFID
systems. In this paper, we consider the security of this protocol and show
that it cannot provide secure authentication for RFID users. An attacker, by
following our suggested approach, will be able to impersonate server/reader,
and destroy synchronization between the back-end server and the tag. Finally,
we enhance this protocol, and by using formal and informal security analysis
we show that the enhanced protocol strongly inhibits the security flaws of its
predecessor.
c 2016 JComSec. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a promising
new technology that is widely deployed for supply
chain and inventory management, retail operations
and more generally, automatic identification. An RFID
tag is small and low-cost, and a large number of
RFID tags can be simultaneously recognized with
radio frequency communication. Therefore, the RFID
system is expected to replace the current barcode
system. Generally, the advantage of RFID over
barcode technology is that it does not require direct
line of sight reading. Furthermore, compared with
barcode readers, RFID readers can interrogate tags
concurrently, faster and at greater distances [1, 2].
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However, RFID system has two fatal security risks;
the privacy problem [1] and the forgery problem [2, 3].
These problems are results of hardware specifications
of this system, characteristics of the tag information,
method used to transfer the information from the tag
to reader, and communication attributes. They can be
easily solved if the proper cryptographic algorithms
are applied during communication between the tag
and the reader [3, 4]. However, as a tag is small and
low-cost, its hardware resources are inadequate to
implement traditional cryptographic algorithms on
RFID tags [1]. There are many researches aiming to
solve the privacy and forgery problems with RFID
system characteristics [5–7].
EPCglobal is an organization set up to achieve
worldwide adoption and standardization of Electronic
Product Code (EPC) technology. Currently, its main
focus is to both create a worldwide standard for RFID
and to facilitate using the internet to share data
via the EPCglobal network. It has recently approved
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the EPC Class 1 Gen 2 (EPC-C1G2) standard for
RFID deployments [8]. This standard defines the
functionality of a passive RFID tag, and supports
basic reliability guarantees, provided by an on-chip
16-bit pseudo-random number generator (P RN G)
and a 16-bit Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC). This
standard is designed to strike a balance between cost
and functionality, with less attention paid to security.
The security level of EPC-C1G2 standard is very
weak. Aiming to increase this security level, many
proposals have been published [9–12]. However, almost
all of them were soon followed by cryptanalysis
attacks [13–16]. In this paper, we show how Wei and
Zhang’s scheme [17] suffers the same fate as previous
proposals. We will call this protocol WZ-LRAP
(Wei and Zhang’s Lightweight RFID Authentication
Protocol).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
related works is reviewed in Section 2. Wei and
Zhang’s protocol is briefly described in Section 3. The
properties of CRC functions are studied in Section 4.
We present our attacks in Section 5. In Section 6, we
propose a modification to WZ-LRAP and its security
is formally verified using BAN logic. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section 7.

2

Related Works

In this section, we briefly review some attempts to raise
the security level of authentication schemes related to
EPC-C1G2 authentication protocols.
In 2007, Chien et al. proposed an authentication
solution which heavily relied on the abuse of CRC [18].
However, Peris-Lopez et al. showed that the protocol
cannot resist to tag impersonation, de-synchronization
attacking and location tracking [19]. This way, their
protocol not only is vulnerable to such attacks, but
also does not provide tag privacy.
Duc et al. proposed an RFID authentication
protocol in EPC platform [20]. The security of Duc et
al.’s protocol is based on key synchronization between
tags and back-end server. The last message of the
protocol is comprised of an EndSession command,
which is sent to both tags and readers. Interception of
one of these messages will cause a synchronization loss
between the tag and the server. This situation allows
an attacker to trace back all past communications.
Chen and Deng proposed a mutual authentication
scheme by using P RN G and CRC functions. Their
protocol tried to apply CRC as a cryptographic hash
function for message authentication [21]. However,
Peris-Lopez et al. exploited the linearity of CRC
function to show that the protocol fails to provide its

security objectives [13].
Yeh et al. proposed an RFID mutual authentication
protocol conforming to the EPC-C1G2 standard [9].
The information transmitted between reader and
back-end server may also be eavesdropped and
intercepted by the attacker in actual environment.
Thus, the protocol applied a one-way hash function to
guarantee the communication security between reader
and back-end server. However, it was pointed out that
the protocol has data integrity problem and forward
secrecy problem [22].
In 2012, Yi et al. analyzed the security of Chien’s
authentication protocol [18] and proposed an improved
design based on a set of clear security requirements [11].
But, Safkhani et al. scrutinized the protocol and
showed a simple approach to de-synchronize protocol’s
parties. Moreover, they presented a tag and reader
impersonation attack with negligible associated
computational requirements [14].
In 2015, Yu-Jehn studied Chien and Chen’s protocol
and proposed a new mutual authentication scheme for
EPC-C1G2 RFID tags [23]. But, Yu-Jehn missed these
notes including definition of a new and randomized
quantity as a secret value and wiping the similarity
between the transmitted messages. Soon after in 2016,
Ghaemmaghami et al. [24] showed that the proposed
protocol does not provide privacy and the scheme is
susceptible to traceability attack. Then, in order to
enhance the privacy of the protocol, they presented
an improved version to prevent the mentioned attack.
In 2016, Abdolmaleki et al. [25] cryptanalyzed an
RFID mutual authentication scheme which had been
proposed by Xiao et al. [26]. They first presented
four attacks against this protocol including secret
parameters reveal, tag impersonation, backward
traceability and forward traceability. Then, they
proposed an efficient and secure RFID authentication
protocol.
In 2017, through applying the Ouafi-Phan privacy
model [27] Abdolmaleki et al. [28] revealed some
weaknesses and presented various traceability attacks
on the privacy of three RFID authentication protocols
proposed by Wang et al. [29], Safkhani et al. [30],
and Sun-Zhong [31]. Abdolmaleki et al. pointed out
that these protocols suffer from two main problems
of dependency between tag’s responses and updating
procedure. Then, in order to overcome the existing
weaknesses of these protocols, they applied some
modifications and proposed an improved version of
each one.
Eyad Taqieddin [32] provided a new investigation of
the improper use of CRC function for cryptographic
purposes in RFID systems which presents full
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• If Flag=1, the match record is
2
(metaIDinew , Kinew
).
Then
it
2
computes M2
= [CRC(Kinew
||Nt )||
2
CRC(Kinew
||Nr )]⊕ metaIDinew , and
updates the secret parameters of tag Ti as
follows:

disclosure attacks against Gao et al. scheme [33]
and then offers suggestions for designing more secure
protocols.

3

Wei and Zhang’s Protocol

−metaIDiold ← metaIDinew

In 2013, Wei and Zhang [17] proposed WZ-LRAP as an
EPC-C1G2 authentication protocol. We will outline
the WZ-LRAP in brief, which consists of two phases:
the initialization phase and the authentication phase.
The definitions of notations used by authors are shown
in Table 1 and Figure 1 depicts the protocol steps.

2
2
−Kiold
← Kinew
2
2
−Kinew
← P RN G(Kinew
) ⊕ Nt
−metaIDinew ← P RN G(metaIDinew )||
CRC(metaIDinew ) ⊕ Nt ⊕ Nr

• If Flag=0, it does not change
2
(metaIDiold , Kiold
), computes M2 and
2
updates (Kinew , metaIDinew ) of tag Ti .

Initialization Phase: For each tag Ti the
back-end server randomly selects metaIDi , Ki1 ,
Ki2 . The back-end server maintains a record
2
2
of (metaIDiold , Kiold
, metaIDinew , Kinew
). A Flag
value is used to indicate whether the old or the new
secret parameters are used. The value Ki1 is sent to
the reader cache, and it is the same for all tags.

2
2
−Kinew
← P RN G(Kinew
) ⊕ Nt
−metaIDinew ← P RN G(metaIDinew )||
CRC(metaIDinew ) ⊕ Nt ⊕ Nr

Finally, the back-end server sends the message
M2 to the reader.

Authentication Phase: The authentication
between the tag (Ti ), the back-end server (S ) and the
reader (R) is described as follows.

(5) R → Ti : M2
Upon receiving M2 , the tag verifies
whether the equation M2 ⊕ metaIDi =
[CRC(Ki2 ||Nt )||CRC(Ki2 ||Nr )] holds. If so, it
updates Ki2 and metaIDi .

(1) R → Ti : Query, Nr
The reader generates a random number Nr and
sends a request message to the tag.
(2) Ti → R : M1 , N ||(Nt ⊕ [Ki1 ]L )
The tag Ti generates the random number Nt ,
computes N = CRC([Ki1 ]R ||Nr ) ⊕ Nt and
M1 = [CRC(Ki2 ||(Nr ⊕ Nt ))||CRC(Ki2 ||Nt )] ⊕
metaIDi and sends the message M1 , N ||(Nt ⊕
[Ki1 ]L ) to the reader R.
(3) R → S : M1 , Nt , Nr
After receiving the message by the reader,
it decrypts Nt ⊕ [Ki1 ]L to obtain Nt , and
computes the value N 0 = CRC([Ki1 ]R ||Nr )⊕Nt
and checks whether N 0 = N or not. If it
holds, the reader transmits the message
(M1 , Nt , Nr ) to the back-end server, otherwise
the authentication process is stopped.
(4) S → R : M2
The back-end server gets (M1 , Nt , Nr ), then
2
iteratively picks up an entry (metaIDiold , Kiold
,
2
metaIDinew , Kinew ) from its database,
computes the value M10 and checks whether it
equals to the received M1 or not. The process is
repeated until a match is found in the database,
thus implying a successful authentication of the
tag. If no match is found, the authentication
fails. The back-end server performs the following
steps at the same time.

4

Cyclic Redundancy Codes (CRCs)

CRCs are error-detecting codes that check
(non-malicious) errors caused by faults during
transmission. They are additive operators with
strong linearity aspects (the modulo operator
is homomorphic), and therefore its use as a
cryptographic tool is not appropriate [34].
Definitions and Notations.
m

Let A be an m-bit string in {0, 1} , A =
Am−1 ||Am−2 || . . . ||A0 . We define An as the m + n
bit string A0 resulting from left-shift of A by n-bits
and inserting n zeros from the right [13, 35].

 0
f or
0≤i≤n−1
A0i =
A
f or n ≤ i ≤ n + m − 1
i−n

Let B be an n-bit string in {0, 1}n , where n ≤ m .
We define the exclusive-OR operation A ⊕ B = B ⊕ A
as follows:

 A ⊕ B f or 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
i
i
(A ⊕ B)i =
 A
f or n ≤ i ≤ m − 1
i
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Table 1. Notations
Symbol

Description

Nr

16-bit random number generated by the reader.

Nt

16-bit random number generated by the tag.

K1

32-bit key shared by the reader and the tag.

K2

16-bit key shared by the tag and the back-end server.

metaID

32-bit ID pseudonym shared by the tag and the back-end server.

2
metaIDold , Kold

The previous values of metaID and K 2 before update.

2
metaIDnew , Knew
The values of metaID and K 2 after update.

⊕

The bitwise XOR operation.

||

The concatenation operation.

B←A

Assigning the value of A to B.

[x]L/R

The left/right half part of the string x.

CRC()

The Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC) function with 16-bit output length.

P RN G()

The pseudo random number generator with 16-bit output length.

S

R

T
Query, N r

❶

1

M1 , N r , N t

❹

M1 , N || (N t  [K i ]L )

❸

M2

❷

M2

❺

Figure 1. Wei and Zhang’s Lightweight RFID Authentication Protocol

Due to the linearity, CRCs have the following
properties. Let A be any bit string and B be n-bit
string. Then, as proved in [13, 35], CRC satisfies the
following properties.
CRC(A ⊕ B) = CRC(A) ⊕ CRC(B)
CRC(A||B) = CRC(An ) ⊕ CRC(B)

(1)
(2)

We will take advantage of these properties for
attacking WZ-LRAP.

5

Vulnerabilities of Wei and Zhang’s
Protocol

In this section, we present concrete attacks to
WZ-LRAP. We use the standard Dolev-Yao intruder
model [36], in which the adversary controls the
”network”. In this model, the adversary can

eavesdrop, block, modify, and inject messages in any
communication between reader and tag. However,
the channel between back-end server and reader is
assumed to be secure, which can be guaranteed by
using full-fledged cryptographic technologies.
5.1

Server/Reader Impersonation Attack

We show that an active adversary can impersonate
a legitimate server/reader to a tag in WZ-LRAP
even when the adversary has no access to any of the
tag’s secrets. The detail of this attack is given below.
In this case we focus on message M2 , generated by
the back-end server. The adversary should be able
to generate this message in order to impersonate
the legitimate server/reader. For the adversary, it is
enough to listen an iteration between a legitimate tag
and the reader in order to exploit this vulnerability.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

R → Ti : Query, Nr
Ti → R : M1 , N ||(Nt ⊕ [Ki1 ]L )
R → S : M1 , Nt , Nr
S → R : M2
R → Ti : M2

The adversary has to block or disturb radio channel
to obstruct the correct reception of message 5. The
objective of this is to prevent the legitimate tag
from updating its Ki2 and metaIDi . At this moment,
the adversary could supplant the back-end server
without knowing its private information. It chooses
the random number Nr from previous session, and
sends it to the tag. The tag generates a random
number Nt0 and replies with M10 , N 0 ||(Nt0 ⊕ [Ki1 ]L ).
Then, the adversary using the eavesdropped values
(Nr , M10 , M2 ), calculates a new value M20 = [M10 ]L ⊕
CRC(Nr )||[M2 ]R , and sends it to the tag. Finally, the
tag accepts M20 and authenticates the adversary.
We now prove that the tag will accept M20
and the adversary will impersonate as a legitimate
server/reader. The adversary knows the following
values,
M10 = [CRC(Ki2 ||(Nr ⊕ Nt0 ))||CRC(Ki2 ||Nt0 )]
⊕ metaIDi
M2 = [CRC(Ki2 ||Nt )||CRC(Ki2 ||Nr )] ⊕ metaIDi
Thus, by using CRC properties shown in previous
section iteratively, the following equations hold. From
property (2), we can observe that
M10

=

2
[CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC (Nr ⊕ Nt0 )
2
||CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nt0 )] ⊕ metaIDi

2
[M10 ]L = CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nr ) ⊕ CRC(Nt0 )
⊕ [metaIDi ]L
2
[M10 ]R = CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nr ) ⊕ [metaIDi ]R
2
[M2 ]L = CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nt ) ⊕ [metaIDi ]L
2
[M2 ]R = CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nr ) ⊕ [metaIDi ]R

it can calculate
M20 = [M10 ]L ⊕ CRC(Nr )||[M2 ]R
2
= [CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nt0 ) ⊕ [metaIDi ]L
2
||CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nr ) ⊕ [metaIDi ]R ]

= [CRC(Ki2 ||Nt0 )||CRC(Ki2 ||Nr )] ⊕ metaIDi
which is the exact value a legitimate server/reader was
expected to send to the tag. Therefore, the adversary
can successfully impersonate the server/reader.
5.2

Wei and Zhang propose that the back-end server
maintains old and new values {metaIDi , Ki2 } for
each tag to defend against a de-synchronization.
This assumption allows the back-end server to
authenticate tags and re-synchronize these tags each
time they suffer a de-synchronization. However, our
impersonation attack described in Section 5.1. results
in synchronization loss between the back-end server
and the tag due to update of the secret information
of the tag.
The adversary forces the tag to update its secret value
such that it does not match the value that back-end
server has stored in its database. The tag uses Nt0 to
update Ki2 and metaIDi as follows.

and, using the property (1), it is easy to see
M10

=

Ki2 ← P RN G(Ki2 ) ⊕ Nt0
metaIDi ← P RN G(metaIDi )||CRC(metaIDi )
⊕ Nt0 ⊕ Nr

2
[CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nr ) ⊕ CRC(Nt0 )
2
||CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nt0 )] ⊕ metaIDi .

Furthermore, the following result can be achieved by
separating the metaIDi into two parts.
2
M10 = [CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nr ) ⊕ CRC(Nt0 )
2
⊕ [metaIDi ]L ||CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nt0 )
⊕ [metaIDi ]R ]

In the same as above via the property (1) and (2), we
can rewrite M2 equation as follows.
2
M2 = [CRC(Ki16
) ⊕ CRC(Nt ) ⊕ [metaIDi ]L
2
||CRC(Ki16
)

⊕ CRC(Nr ) ⊕ [metaIDi ]R ]

Since adversary knows Nr , it can calculate CRC(Nr )
by definition of CRC. From this value and following
equations,

De-synchronization Attack

Therefore, after the tag updates its secret parameters,
the updated values Ki2 and metaIDi of the tag
will be different to the corresponding parameters
stored in the database of the back-end server. Thus,
de-synchronization happens, and the tag and the
back-end server will not authenticate each other
anymore.

6

Countermeasure for the Security
Vulnerabilities on WZ-LRAP

We now describe a countermeasure for WZ-LRAP
to overcome the flaws mentioned in the previous
sections and other attacks in the context. The
main weakness of the protocol is that the
computational similarity between M10 = [CRC(Ki2 ||
(Nr ⊕ Nt0 ))||CRC(Ki2 ||Nt0 )] ⊕ metaIDi and M2 =
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[CRC(Ki2 ||Nt )||CRC(Ki2 ||Nr )] ⊕ metaIDi gives the
adversary an opportunity to forge a valid M20 without
knowing the secret values Ki2 and metaIDi .

correctness of a cryptographic authentication protocol,
for example, BAN logic [37], GNY logic [38], AVISPA
tool [39], and ProVerif tool [40].

The structure of messages should be altered in
order to switch the complexity over the reader and
the back-end server which is equipped with stronger
processors and also to provide quick and reasonable
assurance of the integrity of messages delivered.
CRC is an easily reversible function, which makes
it unsuitable for use in cryptographic operations.
Following this fact, we should try to reduce the number
of calls to this function on the tag side and change the
construction to protect secret values from revealing.

Furthermore, there are limitations in formalizing
security notions of cryptographic protocols which
are practical and useful in real-life setting. For
example, de-synchronization is needed for practical
sense for cryptographic protocols, while we cannot
easily formalize this property. Thus, we combine these
two informal and formal methods to prove the security
correctness.

To prevent the given de-synchronization and
server/reader impersonation attacks, we make some
changes in generating message M1 , that is generated by
the tag. First, the structure of this message is changed
to apply P RN G function in the places where the
CRC functions are used. This alteration eliminates the
messages similarity in authentication process but still
it is feasible for an adversary to mount exhaustive key
search on this construction. Therefore, for inhibition of
this weakness we consider second operational change
to supplant inner concatenation operations with the
exclusive-OR. Mainly, using P RN G function with
exclusive-OR as its input operation does not contradict
with each other. P RN G function does not have
linearity properties so it can be used as a one-way
function, therefore the following definition of M1 can
wipe out the aforementioned attacks.
M1 = [P RN G(Ki2 ⊕ Nr )||P RN G(Ki2 ⊕ Nt )]
⊕ metaIDi
6.1

Security Analysis

Here, we present a detailed security analysis of
the proposed modifications to show that it meets
resistance against the attacks presented in this paper
and the other known active and passive attacks in the
context. Our security proof is carried out based on
informal method relying on the heuristic opinions of
security experts and also the formal method relying
on the mathematical rules to draw a conclusion.
Informal method mainly relies on intelligence of
analyst. Since the analyst may forget or ignore some
points during the analysis, so there is no way to
understand if the analysis is complete or not. However,
due to its simplicity and lack of need for sophisticated
tools, the informal methods are widely used in the
protocol security analysis.
In the formal method, the target protocol and
its features are modeled based on algebra and
logic. Several logic tools exist to prove the security

In this subsection, first we argue the security
improvement through informal method then we
use BAN logic for modeling to prove the security
correctness of the revised protocol.
Resistance against Replay Attack.
In the revised scheme, the message M1 like other
the authentication messages (i.e. M2 , and N ) is
computed with the random numbers, which provides
freshness and resistance against replay attack.
Resistance against Tag Impersonation Attack.
The resistance of WZ-LRAP against tag
impersonation attack arises from this fact that the
tag’s information (metaID and K 2 ) is stored in the
back-end server, which is assumed to be secure, and
this assumption that the communication channel
between the back-end server and the reader is secure.
Therefore, an adversary is not able to access the
information of a tag which is stored in the back-end
server.
On the other hand, the adversary, who wants to
impersonate the valid tag, must be able to complete
the authentication steps successfully. It needs to
respond to the reader with a valid M1 which is
computed on the basis of the shared secret keys K 2
and metaID. Thus, it is not possible for the attacker
to compute a valid M1 without knowing secret values
of K 2 and metaID.
Resistance against Server/Reader Impersonation
Attack.
In the revised scheme, through message
transformation (P RN G generated message) such
as M1 or transmitting scrambled bits (XOR-ed)
the revised scheme data security is achieved. In
addition, M1 and M2 involve at least two secret values
(metaID and K 2 ) that are well protected against
eavesdroppers. Among the mutual communication
period, anonymity of the tags can be provided since
only transformed messages and valid random numbers
are broadcasted. Hence, adversary cannot easily
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impersonate the server/reader. The best strategy for
the adversary to impersonate the server/reader could
be sending a random value to the tag. However, since
the tag has only one record of the secret parameter,
the adversary’s success probability in each try is
bounded by 2−16 .
Resistance Against De-synchronization Attack.
De-synchronization attack against WZ-LRAP
happened after the adversary succeeded to impose
invalid random number on the tag for updating
parameters. This flaw is based on the linear property of
CRC function which is fixed by using P RN G function
in using M1 .
Moreover, employment of a combined process
oriented mechanism (f lag = 0 or f lag = 1) in
updating the shared secret keys makes parties remain
in synchronized state even if the previous session is
not safely terminated. This design allows a tag with
non-synchronized keys due to de-synchronization
attack, to be still authenticated by the back-end
server and re-synchronize its secret data with the
server database.
Resistance Against Traceability Attack.
Traceability attack against WZ-LRAP is
accomplished based on this fact that an adversary
can link two different sessions of a tag. WZ-LRAP
guarantees tag privacy by refreshing the secret and
the random number in tag for each session. Hence,
adversary cannot easily trace a specific tag since there
are no consistent clues revealed in each tag response.
Furthermore, due to the freshness of random numbers
Nr and Nt per session, our scheme can resist the
replay attack.
6.2

Formal Logic Proof

Following, we use BAN logic to prove the security
correctness of the revised scheme. We formally show
that after one run of the protocol, the tag, the reader,
and the server believe the received messages are
from the expected sender, and these messages are
fresh. Hence, they can be authenticated by each other
properly. To prove the security of a protocol formally
with BAN logic, the following four steps should be
followed [37]:
a) The messages and the actions of the protocol parties
should be represented by mathematical relations.
b) The messages and the actions of the protocol
parties should be converted into BAN logic formulas
and dropping the plain text messages from protocol
messages. In this step, the resulting protocol messages
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are called idealized messages.
c) The protocol initial assumptions and security goals
should be explained as BAN logic formulas.
d) Finally, the protocol security goals should be
deduced. In this step, using BAN logic rules, it is
evaluated whether protocol security goals are satisfied
or not.
We present only principle rules and notations in
Table 2 which are used in our proof.
a) Expression of the revised scheme messages as
mathematical relations.
M1 : R → Ti : Query, Nr
M2 : Ti → R : [P RN G(Ki2 ⊕ Nr )|| P RN G(Ki2 ⊕ Nt )]
⊕ metaIDi ,
[CRC([Ki1 ]R ||Nr ) ⊕ Nt ]||(Nt ⊕ [Ki1 ]L )]
M3 : R → S : [P RN G(Ki2 ⊕ Nr )||P RN G(Ki2 ⊕ Nt )]
⊕ metaIDi , Nt , Nr
M4 : S → R : [CRC(Ki2 ||Nt )||CRC(Ki2 ||Nr )]
⊕ metaIDi
M5 : R → Ti : [CRC(Ki2 ||Nt )||CRC(Ki2 ||Nr )]
⊕ metaIDi
b) Messages idealization.
In this step, we transform each message into an
idealized message, such as plaintexts are omitted
from protocol messages, and only encrypted message
contents are relevant to this step. We also use
BAN logic notations for representing these idealized
messages as follows.
IM1 : R / {{Nr }Ki2 , {Nt }Ki2 }metaIDi
IM2 : R / {Nt }[Ki1 ]L
IM3 : S / {{Nr }Ki2 , {Nt }Ki2 }metaIDi
IM4 : Ti / {Nr , Nt , Ki2 }metaIDi
c) Initial assumptions and security goals.
The explicit assumptions of the revised protocol are
shown in the succeeding text.
K2

i
A1 : S| ≡ Ti ←→
S

K2

i
A2 : Ti | ≡ S ←→
Ti

K1

i
A3 : Ti | ≡ R ←→
Ti

K1

i
A4 : R| ≡ Ti ←→
R
metaID
A5 : S| ≡ Ti ←→ i S
metaID
A6 : Ti | ≡ S ←→ i Ti
A7 : Ti | ≡ #(Nt )
A8 : R| ≡ #(Nr )

The assumptions A1 to A6 are related to secrets
which are shared between the protocol parties and
the assumptions A7 and A8 are related to freshness of
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Table 2. Principles and Notations
Principles and Notations

Meaning

P / M SG1 :

P receives M SG1 (possibly after doing some decryption).

P | ∼ M SG1 :

P sends M SG1.

#(X) :

X is fresh.

P | ≡ #(M SG1) :

P believes the freshness of M SG1.

{X}K :

Message X is encrypted with the key of K.
K

P| ≡ P ↔Q :

P believes the secret K is shared between P and Q.

K

P | ≡ P ↔ Q, P / {X}K
: The message meaning rule of BAN logic that means if P believes
P | ≡ Q| ∼ X
that it shares a secret key K with and if P receives a message X
encrypted with K, then P is entitled to believe that Q once said
X. In this paper we called this rule R1.
P | ≡ Q| ∼ {X, Y }
R2 :
:
This is one rule of BAN logic that means if P believes Q has sent
P | ≡ Q| ∼ {X}
X, Y then P is entitled to believe that Q has sent X. In this paper
we called this rule R2.

R1 :

random numbers which are generated by the reader
and the tag respectively. The goals of the proposed
scheme are as below.
G1 : S| ≡ Ti | ∼ Nt
G2 : Ti | ≡ S| ∼ Nr
In the above, G1 means that the server believes
the tag Ti has sent the random number Nt . This goal
shows that the adversary does not have any control on
this random number, which was generated by the tag
and sent through the reader to the server. Therefore,
the adversary cannot apply any attack on the protocol
that requires any change on the random number.
G2 means that the tag believes that Nr , which is
generated by the reader, is transmitted to the tag
without any modification. In other words, at the end
of the last step of this protocol run, this random
number reach to the tag without any tampering by
the adversary.
d) Goals deductions.
In this step, we combine idealized messages and the
assumptions to construct numerator expressions of
BAN logic rules. If such relations are corresponded
to the numerator expressions of BAN logic rules, it
can be concluded that the denominator expressions of
BAN logic rules are correct. We show these deductions
as below.
D1:IM3, A5, R1 ⇒ S| ≡ Ti | ∼ {{Nr }Ki2 , {Nt }Ki2 }
D2:D1, R2 ⇒ S| ≡ Ti | ∼ {Nt }Ki2
As the IM1 and IM3 show, the encrypted messages
are delivered directly to the server through the reader
in the secure communication channel. Therefore, the
final result of D2 is S / {Nt }Ki2 .
D3:D2, A1, R1 ⇒ S| ≡ Ti | ∼ Nt

It is obvious that D3 is equals to G1. Similarly, we
have following deductions to reach G2.
D4: IM4, A6, R1 ⇒ Ti | ≡ S| ∼ {Nr , Nt , Ki2 }
D5:D4, R2 ⇒ Ti | ≡ S| ∼ Nr
Finally, it also deduced that D5 is equals to G2.
Hence, the security goals of the revised scheme, are
satisfied.
6.3

Performance Analysis

The proposed modification does not increase
computational cost of the protocol extensively while
it provides much better security. It has only one more
exclusive-OR operation on the both side because of
reducing the number of concatenation operation. The
only increased cost is two calls of P RN G function
instead of CRC function. Table 3 shows performance
comparison between WZ-LRAP and revised scheme
in detail.
Now, we analyze the efficiency of our revised scheme
through comparing it with Ghaemmaghami et al. [24]
and Abdolmaleki et al. [25, 28] protocols which are
based on the same framework. They succeeded in
omitting the vulnarability of likeness between the
transmitted messages and removed drawbacks in the
updating procedure.
As shown in Table 4, Ghaemmaghami et al. [24]
and Abdolmaleki et al. [25, 28] protocols store 4n
and 3n parameters in the tag memories. Our revised
scheme stores 3n parameters that is an efficient
value in storage areas. It is also shown that our
countermeasure impacts the protocol to involve CRC
besides P RN G function on the tag side. On the
point of implementation, these functions can employ
LFSR-based operations in the same hardware.
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Table 3. Performance Comparison
#P RN G

#⊕

#CRC

#||

#Transfered
bits

Server of WZ-LRAP

2

6n

5

7

n

Server of Revised Scheme

4

7n

3

5

n

Tag of WZ-LRAP

2

8n

6

9

2n

Tag of Revised Scheme

4

9n

4

7

2n

Server/Tag of Protocols

n denotes the bit length of parameters.
Table 4. Comparison of Revised Scheme With Similar Ones
Comp. of Tag

Comp. of
Server/Reader

Storage of Tag

Storage of
Server/Reader

Rounds of
Communication

[24]

6P

7P + 2H

4n

9n

5

[25]

7P

7P + 4H

4n

9n

5

[28]

6P

7P

3n

5n

3

4P + 4CRC

4P + 3CRC

3n

4n

4

Protocols

This scheme

n denotes the bit length of parameters. H: Hash function. P : P RN G function.

Indeed, the idea of using linear feedback shift
registers (LFSR) in the construction of cost-effective
operations for RFID tags is widely suggested [41].
LFSR functions are fast and efficient in hardware
implementations as well as simple in terms of
computational requirements. Therefore, the main
functions of the revised scheme are able to execute
LFSR-based functions in the same hardware and are
suitable for RFID applications.
The required hardware complexity of low-cost
tags is considered by its number of equivalent logic
gates (GEs). Based on the measurements presented
by [42, 43], the number of GEs for LFSR-based P RN G
is about 453 because of implementing polynomial
selector and decoding logic modules. In addition,
LFSR can be measured with approximately 73 GEs.
LFSR along with a few logic gates are used to obtain
CRC. This scheme versus the similar protocols holds
four calls of CRC rather than P RN G. Hence, the
energy consumption for operating functions of this
scheme is almost 1.5 times lower than other comparing
protocols.
In terms of communication rounds, our revision
assures a secure performance without increasing
rounds rather than WZ-LRAP scheme. In all
mentioned protocols, three of these rounds are related
to connection between the reader and the tag, while
others are associated to connection between the reader
and the back-end server. Reducing the computational
cost of the tag is the goal for designing improved
authentication protocols. Therefore, this scheme has

low communication complexity and computational
cost.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we investigated the security of a
lightweight RFID authentication protocol compliant
with EPC-C1G2 which has been proposed by Wei
and Zhang [17]. We proved that, in contrary to
the designers claim, this protocol does not provide
resistance against server/reader impersonation and
de-synchronization attacks. We showed that the
security weaknesses are due to the abuse of the CRC
included in protocol and computational similarity
between transferred messages. In addition, we
proposed a modification of this protocol to withstand
the attacks presented in this paper. We also analyzed
the security properties of the proposed protocol as
well as its efficiency. The proposed scheme also was
compared with the original WZ-LRAP and two other
similar protocols.
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